How does the public understand recovery from severe mental illness versus substance use disorder?
Recovery from severe mental illnesses (SMI) has been described as an outcome (end state where persons are symptom free) or as a process (despite symptoms, people can pursue life goals). Less clear is whether recovery as a process has credibility in the substance use disorders (SUD) community. We examined how public perceptions and expectations of outcome and process between SMI and SUD differed. A severity effect within SMI and SUD categories was also examined. Participants (N = 195) read definitions of SMI and SUD and completed an online survey of their agreement on: perceptions of recovery from SMI and SUD as outcome and process, and expectations of recovery as outcome and process. Participants were then given more and less severe SMI (i.e., schizophrenia vs. depression) and SUD (opiate vs. alcohol use) definitions. They then responded to recovery items SMI and SUD conditions with low and high severity. For SMI, perceptions and expectations of recovery as process were endorsed more than outcome. Severity effect led to greater increases in perceptions and expectations about recovery as process. Specifically, differences between outcome and process for schizophrenia were significantly larger than for depression. For SUD, expectations of process were significantly lower than outcome ratings. One negative interaction was found for SUD expectations; difference scores for opiate users were smaller than for alcohol. We discussed implications for interventions that enhance recovery for people with SMI and SUD. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).